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FADE IN:

HOOVERING ABOVE THE STARS

We move into the mist Of a billion stars and see galaxy AZOL.
Under a bright sub star

RED RINGS

Belt a beautiful red planet called Nathan. We move in

EXT.PLANET NATHAN - BATTLEFIELD - DAY  

We see the collision of swords; war is upon Nathan! We pull
back to the rear of the marching Dark warriors wearing black
armor. All have fierce eyes and look unstoppable.

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!

The drums are hit hard and songs are sang; normal beings could
never understand. The songs shiver the battlefield, bringing a
message of destruction. Of the thousands of dark warriors
trudging to the battlefield, a group of them has shells on
their backs as large as one meter in diameter.

THE SHELLS

are covered with dark cocoon scale-like surfaces. After a
calculated drag and a timed roar, a huge fiery rock and one
shell are shot to the enemy. We hover above the fired rock all
the way til...

BOOV!!

There's dust everywhere. We hear voices in agony. We move to
the clashing of swords, hammers and the piercing of arrows.

KING AZMAN

Is an aged man, the King of Nathan and husband of Laswoman. He
is the protector of planet Nathan and its people. He is the
hope of piece across the nation.

EVIL KING

Is an aged king, the leader of the dark warriors, he has
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diabolical intentions and wants to destroy planet Nathan and
is looking for something.

LOUD VOICES

scream in pain and we see men in red spikey armor fighting
fiercely with the warriors in dark armor. The warriors in
black are led by the evil king. There are Clashes and roars.
There are hundreds of warriors down and bleeding, others dead.
We see heroics getting up and fighting again. The warriors of
planet Nathan in red seem to be facing defeat.

Across, we see a bright reddish light; AZMAN is fighting
alongside LASWOMAN his princess. They are both looking fierce
and brave. They are covered by the bright red light Their
weapons are very distinct from the rest of the warriors. They
seem to have some magical power.

We see the Evil King holding a man in mid air with one hand

EVIL KING
Where is it?

The warrior in red shakes his head and is snapped in half! The
Evil King has a terrifying looking sword that has a dark
glowing surface. Where he walks no man wants to be. He drives
through the soldiers and walks forward closer to the bright
light. Along the way he sees a shell and cracks it with his
bear hands. Small insects run out of the shell. The sour 

CREAKY LOUD VOICE!

that comes out of the shell saws into the hearts of the red
warriors. A black dark skinned creature with four arms and no
legs jumps out and sticks on the face of a red warrior. The
warrior tries to fight it of his face but does not succeed.
After a few seconds

BAM!

fire covers his upper body and we hear his dying voice as he
falls to the ground. After slithering off the lifeless
soldier, the creature jumps off to another soldier. The evil
king laughs out loud while running over other soldiers and
getting closer to the bright red light.

The red warriors are giving it their all but they are not
winning. AZman gets closer to the evil king.

CLOSE UP:

the Evil King's face as he looks ready to kill.

EVIL KING
Eventually I will find it!

AZMAN
Over my dead body!

EVIL KING
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That can be easily arranged.

THE CLASH OF SWORDS!

Blows the dust away, AZman goes off with the Evil King in
style. The magnitude of the blows of their weapons blow  some
soldiers away. The shells start hatching and there is an
increase in chaos. Hassle haunts the red soldiers.

LASWOMAN

is the Queen of Nathan, wife of king AZman.

CESAR

Is a young warrior, son of the evil king.

A HIGH-PITCH TWEET! sounds above the sky

SQUEAK! SQUEAK!

We see large white birds from the sky flying towards the
battlefield. Their bodies have bite marks and burns. Their
claws are reddish. Their anatomy looks like than of an eagle
but after that you would not dare to ask what they are made
off. The birds feast on the four armed creatures and there
seems to be a balance in the fight.

The vibe changes and we notice CESAR fighting with a bird. It
tries to decapitate him but Cesar grabs ahold of its beaks and
snaps its head.

King AZman strikes the evil king on the left leg with his
sword.

EVIL KING
(in pain)

ah!

There is more clashing of swords till...

The evil king strikes king AZman on the side of the abdomen.
AZman is knocked to the ground.

LASwoman notices him fall and runs towards him and looks
worried.

LASWOMAN
Are you OK?

KING AZMAN
I'm fine, watch out!

A creature's lungs are cut short when LASwoman kicks it hard
on the neck. AZman covers the wound.

KING AZMAN
  go and help them.
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From a distance we can see the evil king coming closer. He
grabs a soldier on his way.

EVIL KING
Where is it?

The warrior tries to attack the evil king, but he is also
killed. King AZman and LASwoman see this

KING AZMAN
I'm going to kill him!

King AZman stands up and walks towards the evil king, LASwoman
follows him...

They clash again for the last time. The collision of their
weapons spark the area. After the collision we see Cesar
desperately moving through the warriors with his eyes on his
father. The evil king falls on his knees and his sword falls
next to him. Cesar sees this and his heart figuratively falls
on the ground.

CLOSE UP:

on the SWORD, the dark glowing substance is slowly fading
away.

KING AZMAN
You have killed so many, I can't even
forgive you.

with self pity and anger in his eyes, the Evil King realizes
that he is about to die. The clashes are even louder as the
king is on his knees.

EVIL KING
Do you think this the end? It's only
the beginning!

The evil king looks ahead and sees his son, he smiles at him
then is impaled in the chest by kind AZman.

CESAR
Father!

The soldiers from the dark army hold Cesar down but he cries
out and finally gets through wounding one of his own men. He
moves pass his men dodging their hands. Ahead of him are Red
warriors protecting their king. They are standing in a line
creating an unbreakable wall, holding hammers, knifes, swords
and burning spears.

Standing in front of all his fellow soldiers, Cesar stops
looks in front of him with no fear in his eyes. He picks up a
shield and starts pounding on it with his sword.

BAM! BAM! BAM! BAM! The move trends across the dark warriors.
Cesar moves forward. BAM! BAM! BAM! from the red warriors one
daring warrior moves forward and heads for Cesar. Cesar spears
him. we hear his footsteps as he moves forward.
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EXT.BATTLEFIELD - DAY

The evil king falls flat on the ground. Surrounded by his men;
king AZman hugs his wife and they both close their eyes.

Cesar knees and trips another soldier. There is grief in his
eyes. A menace is seen by a soldier standing on top of a rock
launcher that is sited on the bottom left of Cesar. 

SOLDIER
SIRE! Behind you!

The soldier pulls out an arrow and shoots at Cesar. We move
with the arrow. Just before it strikes Cesar from his left
shoulder; he opens his left arm, waves his shield and blocks
it unbelievably without even looking at it. With his right
hand he quickly impales his sword in a soldier in front of
him. The red armored soldiers notice this and hold back.

LAZman raises his sword but King AZman signals for no action.
Cesar finally crawls next to his father's body, he rolls him
over.

CESAR
Father! NO

The confusion in his eyes leads to tears.

CESAR
What where you looking for?

The evil king tries to speak but nothing comes out of his
mouth, he touches his sons hand and looks at his sword. Cesar
mimics him and is suddenly captivated by something.

There are roars all over the battlefield, swords are raised up
high.

CLOSE UP:

on the sword, dark energy covering the sword is slowly fading
away. It lastly disappears when the evil king passes.

CESAR
NO!

Cesar raises his eyes and looks at the man who killed his
father but realizes he can't do anything. He shreds a cloth.
Covers and ties his father's sword around his body. We see him
suffering to drag his father's body. On his way Cesar notices
red glowing light on King AZman's sword.

CESAR
RETREAT! The king is DEAD!

The dark warriors have faces of fear and disbelief. There are
more celebrations. Michael, a young soldier tries to wake his
best friend up.

MICHAEL
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come on, get up! we made it!

Micheal helps his friend up. On his now ripped armor on his
shoulder, he carries his friend.  

The dark army moves back. On their way we see them bumping on
their own men who have been killed.

While Cesar is moving backwards

CESAR
(GRIEF-STRICKEN EYES)

I vow bring pain and hell to the
house of AZ and LAS! And destroy
planet Nathan, its king and its
PEOPLE!

The warriors leave with the evil king's body, Cesar stares at
king AZman with wrath in his eyes.

MATCH CUT TO:

EXT.OUTSIDE THE KING'S HOUSE - DAY

CUPS COLLIDE

LAZMAN
To the kingdom of AZman!

King AZman smiles, his wife is by his side and everybody
celebrates. The king rises and everybody sits down.

THE FLAP OF WINGS

of a white dove silences the crowd.

KING AZMAN
My people our world is safe. It is
all because of these men. I might be
your King but they are your heroes!
The red energy that keeps our planet
intact is safe. It is now time to-

Before he could finish, the king collapses and the crowds are
in shock.

LAZMAN
Clear the way!

Three men rush through the crowd. LASwoman explores his body
and finds a bad wound which is leaking black murky substance
on the abdomen. LASwoman's face is struck with fear and she
starts crying.

LASWOMAN
Please don't leave me, don't leave
us. She takes the right hand of king
AZman and lays it on her belly. But
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king AZman smiles and passes.

FADE IN TO:

Reads on screen "AFTER MONTHS"

INT.PALACE - EVENING

NURSE
PUSH! PUSH!

A baby boy is born. LAZman picks up the boy! and waves him to
the crowd.

LAZMAN
OUR NEW KING!

The people of Nathan celebrate. There's a lot of rejoicing
amongst the people. The child is taken indoors by the mother.

A soldier standing on a high temple screams.

SOLDIER#2
We have a rupture!

We see a huge fiery rock coming down from the heavens...

BOOM!

The explosion creates a volcanic eruption and the people of
Nathan are under attack! the dark guys are back and are
killing ruthlessly. More fiery rocks are coming down and the
city is being ragged apart. The sky darkens...

CESAR
Destroy everything, but bring the
king to me.

A more corrupt Cesar appears.

INT.PALACE - EVENING

We see a very alarmed LASwoman

LASWOMAN
No, this can't be happening. Not now,
my son.

LAZMAN
We have no king; there is no way we
can defeat them. We have to go now!

There's sadness in her eyes.

LASWOMAN
I can't leave my people.

She looks at her son.

LASWOMAN
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I can't let my only son die. Take him
to the pillars of destiny. They will
show you the way. I know he will save
us.

LAZman hugs his sister. LASwoman pulls out and retrieves her
two daggers. We see a sense of retribution in her eyes.

EXT. HOUSE OF AZ - NIGHT

We hear children and babies crying, women screaming and man
falling. In the mist of darkness

THE CLASHING OF SWORDS

Light up the dark corners

SOLDIER1
Sir, the king is dead.

LASwoman appears and slits the throat of six soldiers in a
single move. Cesar is alarmed and pulls out his sword.

The two start fighting. The sparks light up the darkness, they
move out to the light. LASwoman's female muscles go against
her.

SLIT!

Cesar is cut in in the face in an attempt by Cesar to toy with
her. An infuriated Cesar launches gruesome attacks on LASwoman
and knocks her twenty meters away. She crashes to a mini
pillar and stones fall on her. LASwoman tries to stand up but
she is weak. White dust covers her clothes and Cesar walks
over to her.

CESAR
The villagers say he had a shot
celebration. hahaha.

Other soldiers start laughing. a soldier picks her up and
bring her to Cesar. In the hands of the soldier LASwoman looks
angry.

LASWOMAN
What do you want?

Cesar walks to the throne and sits.

CESAR
I am here to destroy everything. I
want what my father came here for!

CESAR
Where is the ENERGY?

LASwoman spits on his face. Cesar slaps her with the back of
his hand.
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LASWOMAN
You will never find it!

Cesar walks over to LASwoman

CESAR
You and your man took my fathers
life, he was all I had. And now I
will take you away and everyone
around you.

Cesar vigor's the sword in her belly. LASwoman gasps for air
in agony but pulls her self together, her eyes almost turning
red.

LASWOMAN
Your reign will END soon.

LASwoman gazes outside. We see the burning city. She falls and
closes her eyes. Cesar turns and sees the molten lava shooting
out. We see red glowing light sprinkling to the sky. There is
amazement in his eyes. He walks closer to the eruption.

There is a huge quaver

CESAR
Tell my men to leave NOW!

SOLDIER
Yes sir!

We see many ropes leading to the dark sky. Dark soldiers are
pulled up to something in the sky.

EXT. SKY - NIGHT

In the haze of darkness we see a black spacecraft with many
lights. There is an open wing on the side and soldiers roll
into the spacecraft. From the inside we hear ROARS!

EXT. NEXT TO ERUPTION - NIGHT

Next to the fiery hole we see Cesar laughing next to the
flame. He jumps into the magma which has red glowing light
covering it.

...

EXT. SKY - NIGHT

The spacecraft flies away into the stars

EXT. SPACE - NIGHT

BOOOOM!

Planet Nathan explodes.  In the fireworks we see red glowing
light following the trail of the spacecraft.

...
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CUT TO:

READS ON SCREEN "planet Zeela"

EXT. PORTAL - NIGHT

ROARS, SCRATCHY SCREAMS,

Praises and celebrations sound.

Cesar is standing next to a portal-like stature. He is covered
in red glowing light. We see millions of creatures standing
and covering large amounts of land holding weapons cheering
and clashing swords in the air. We hear drums and ancient
Zeela songs. Cesar walks closer to the stature-

CROSSFADE:

MATCH CUT TO:

READS ON SCREEN "25 years later"

EXT. IO HA - FUNCTION - DAY

DANIEL

Is a 25 year old civil servant who works for the communities
of America. He is an overly good person.

A SCISSOR CUTS A BLUE RIBBON

DANIEL is wearing a blue suit. He smiles as hundreds of people
hooray in front of the stage. The crowd silences itself.

DANIEL
I would like to thank all the people
who made possible this initiative.
The sponsors, the NGO's and
everybody. We will make sure that our
seas stay blue and we will not
tolerate anymore oil spills on our
shores. With the help of all you
people, we will make this ingenuity
take over all our seas. Thank you.

There are ovations and blue flags waved. Daniel walks to the
limousine and enters. The car drives away.

...

CUT TO:

EXT. DANIEL'S HOUSE - NIGHT

A black limousine enters a driveway, Daniel gets out

DANIEL
You can leave guys.
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The limo drives off.

INT. DANIEL'S HOUSE - NIGHT

THE CLICK OF KEYS

Unlocks the door. Daniel walks in the hallway. He takes off
his jacket and hangs it. He walks pass a framed picture
hanging on the wall and heads to the kitchen

INSERT:

PICTURE: Daniel is surrounded by orphanage children, on a
noticeable celebrated day.

INT. DANIEL'S HOUSE - KITCHEN - NIGHT

He walks to the kitchen, heads straight to the fridge and
opens it. He grabs a sandwich and bites down, on the way out
he grabs a juice box with his left hand and kicks the fridge
door.

BOOM

A dog jumps on him and licks his sandwich. Bobby the dog gets
down and whisks his tale around him. Daniel looks at the
sandwich and hesitates. He sighs and shakes his head. Then
places it on the floor calmly.

DANIEL
That's not fair bobby. I know that
when you are not around me you lick
those buttocks.

The dog stops chewing and grins a little then continues...
Daniel walks to a couch and jumps on it. With his right hand
he switches the TV on.

REPORTER (V.O)
An orphanage center which shelters
hundreds of homeless children has
caught fire.

CLOSE UP:

ON SCREEN: We see a burning building.

REPORTER (V.O)
Hundreds have been transferred to a
local hospital. The owner of the
place has lost all hope. If anyone
could help in anyway call the number
on the screen.

MATCH CUT TO:

EXT. COFFEE SHOP - DAY
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It's a cloudy day in a peaceful afternoon

INT. COFFEE SHOP - DAY

LISA 

Is a 25 year old doctor who works very hard and loves helping
people. She is very attractive and utterly beautiful.

WAITER
CHOO! CHOO!

A white dove is chased away from a coffee shop. Daniel is
siting next to a white table and is about to drink his coffee.
LISA appears in a light blue doctor's uniform. Daniel glances
at her. There is amazement in Daniel's eyes, and she sees him
and smiles.

LISA
I know you

DANIEL
(nervously)

I can't say the same about you

LISA
Oh my god, thee Daniel?

Daniel nods nervously

LISA
Can I join you? Daniel signals for
her to sit.

DANIEL
You seem very surprised

LISA
Yeah, my sister talks about you all
the time. I thought you lived in
Ioha.

DANIEL
I moved here.

Lisa looks comfortable. We can notice that she is enjoying his
presents.

DANIEL
Well, I'm Daniel

she smiles

LISA
I am Lisa.

They both smile and shake hands. Another dove is chooed away.

DANIEL
You are a doctor?
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LISA
Yes I am.

DANIEL
I guess I will be seeing a lot of you
then.

LISA
Really? Why do you say??

DANIEL
I am guessing you are working at the
local hospital

LISA
Yeah

DANIEL
I will be working there on a new
project to help raise funds for the
orphans.

LISA
Wow really?

DANIEL
We are trying to get them a new home
and get people to take care of them.

LISA
We would really appreciate that.

Daniel smiles

A CELLPHONE RINGS

Daniel answers

DANIEL
Yeah

There's a beat

Daniel hangs up

DANIEL
I'm sorry, I have to go.

Lisa looks slightly disappointed.

LISA
You don't have to be.

Daniel glances at her eyes again.

DANIEL
See you around then

LISA
Cool
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Lisa smiles and drinks her coffee.

CUT TO:

INT. HOSPITAL - DAY

Daniel is surrounded by many children, others are rejoicing
but two are crying. Daniel walks to them, PAN to show Lisa
standing at the door.

DANIEL
Guys, what are you crying about?

DANNY

Is a 6 year old boy

WILLIAM

Is a 7 year old boy

DANNY
He won't let me play.

Daniel looks at William

WILLIAM
No, hee won't let me play.

DANIEL
If you boys have only one toy and you
both want to use it, then the only
way is share it.

Danny, climb on top and you William must push him then take
fair turns OK?

WILLIAM
Yes sir

Danny and William smile and stops crying. Daniel sees Lisa at
the door and walks to her

DANIEL
Hey again

LISA
Hey

There's a beat mixed with hesitation.

LISA
How do you do it?

Daniel looks at the playing kids.

O.C

DANIEL
Sometimes you shouldn't take it away,
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but you should try as hard as you can
to give it to them.

LISA
Do you have kids?

DANIEL
(quickly)

No, not yet anyway.

LISA
You are really good with them

DANIEL
Thanks.

There's a beat

DANIEL
Would you like to have coffee with
me?

Lisa smiles

LISA
I would like to.

BEEP! BEEP! BEEP!

Sounds shake her a little, she looks at the pager.

LISA
Bummer! I can't.

she looks at Daniel and Daniel smiles

DANIEL
How about dinner?

LISA
I don't know

Lisa changes her body to protective mode.

DANIEL
No string attached, i promise.

DANIEL (CONTD)
I will meet you here at 7.

LISA
Fine

Lisa does something with her eye lashes and then smiles.

CUT TO:

EXT. COFFEE SHOP - EVENING

A car pulls up and Daniel exits. We see Lisa in a beautiful
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dress, glowing at the lobby.

DANIEL
Hi

LISA
Hey

DANIEL
You look really beautiful

She smiles. Daniel opens the car door and She steps in.

INT. CAR - EVENING

LISA
So where are you taking me?

Daniel looks uncomfortable

DANIEL
I am not sure

LISA
What?

DANIEL
I thought it would be interesting if
we went on an adventure and figured
out which place is best.

LISA
Really? You're crazy!

DANIEL
Yeah, wouldn't it be cool

LISA
You are just full of surprises aren't
you?

DANIEL
So are you

LISA
On what?

DANIEL
I never thought you would be in
archery

LISA
How do you know that?

DANIEL
Your sister told me.

LISA
Why would she say that?
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DANIEL
I kind of asked her what you like.

LISA
What I like?

DANIEL
I wanted to buy you something

LISA
So you are buying me gifts now?

Daniel looks down and up again.

DANIEL
So, are you good?

LISA
I'm a world champ

DANIEL
But how?

Lisa punches Daniel on his shoulder

DANIEL
OuW! I'm driving here!

LISA
That's how. Anyway what's your little
secret?

DANIEL
Me... I'm kind of a karate man

LISA
What? No ways

DANIEL
And weaponist.

LISA
You are over sharing. You are not
some silent serial killer are you?

DANIEL
Hey!

LISA
I'm just saying. So, are you good?

DANIEL
Well, I'm not a world champion, is
just a hobby.

There's a beat

DANIEL
Before my idea of destiny, I wanted
to take you to an opera show. But I
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figured you've heard enough screams
in your life.

Lisa laughs

LISA
You are funny

CUT TO:

EXT. RESTAURANT - NIGHT

BLAM

A car door closes and Daniel's car pulls over. Daniel gets out
and opens her door. They enter a crowded restaurant.

INT. RESTAURANT - NIGHT

It is a stylish restaurant with glamor lights. There are a lot
people. We have others talking out loud, trying to beat other
loud voices.  

WAITRESS
Can I get you guys a table?

DANIEL
Yes please.

LISA
Don't you think this is just a little
bit too much for us?

DANIEL
It will be fun don't worry.

Lisa looks unconvinced.

There's a beat

We see Daniel and Lisa chatting and laughing. Making gags;
Lisa raises both her arms and noticeably mocks a patient gone
rogue. The two look like a perfect couple under the lights.

There's a beat

EXT. RESTAURANT - NIGHT

We see teenagers and cars all over the place.

DANIEL
This was fun

Lisa Smiles

LISA
I liked it too.

Daniel grabs Lisa by the hand.
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LISA
Where are you taking me?

DANIEL
Come on, we will have fun

INT. BOWLING STUDIO - CONTINUOUS

They walk in a bowling club. The sound of Rowling bowling
balls vigor's the place.

B.G

We see hands clapping and hugs.

LISA
Come on really?

DANIEL
I won't loose to some lady

LISA
We'll see about that.

Daniel walks towards a bowling platform.

DANIEL
Ladies first

LISA
I'm going to kick your ass.

Lisa bowls and strikes, Daniel stands there for a while.

DANIEL
I knew that would happen.

LISA
Really?

Daniel bowls and hits them all.

There's a beat

We see in slow motion the small scuffle between these two.
Lisa strikes again and Daniel misses twice.

LISA
Do you have anything to say for your
self karate man?

Daniel looks eager to play

DANIEL
One more round

LISA
Take your beating karate man

DANIEL
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Stop saying that

There's a beat

DANIEL
Fine, you win.

Lisa smiles and punches Daniel in the stomach.

DANIEL
Arh! Why did you do that for?

LISA
I just felt like it.

Lisa is almost spinning on the floor with her toes.

DANIEL
You should be the silent assassin.

Lisa smiles and Daniel moves closer to her. He slightly stops
smiling and looks very innocent. He kisses her under the
bright light.

MATCH CUT TO:

...
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